
UNIVERSAL  APP  MONETIZATION  PLATFORM

INTRODUCTION SOLUTIONSPROBLEMS

Kross Monetization Platform: 
A pay-as-you-use app 
monetization platform for 
developers ($200 billion 
market)

Pipdroid Petal & Pipdroid Pearl are the world’s 
only Mobile Algo trading platform for the over 
10 million active forex, stocks and crypto 
traders using the Metatrader 4 and Metatrader 
5 platforms. Metatrader is developed by 
Metaquotes Software Corp and are not 
affiliated with Vinekross LLC at this time.

Ribbon Messenger:  A next generation 
messaging and gifting app developed by 
Krosscoin and MessengerBank. Features 
include docs signing, geo-gifting (crypto), 
seamless language translation (103 
languages), Art/Paint create and send, Voice/ 
Text/ Video messaging. $500 billion market

iLoyal Platform: Unique smart 
contract and atomic swaps 
enabled blockchain and 
offchain dapp for the $7 billion 
global customer loyalty market  

Krosscoin is registered as Vinekross LLC (L18958) in 
Saint Kitts and Nevis. Registered Address:  Hunkins 
Waterfront Plaza, Ste 556, Main Street, Charlestown, 
Nevis
Krosscoin is both a platform and an applications 
(decentralized apps or Dapp) project. On the 
platform side, Krosscoin is disrupting the $200 Billion 
mobile app market by introducing to the world a 
pay-as-you-use app monetization framework. Users 
will pay for apps when they access certain app 
functions. Before now users either were forced to 
subscribe monthly, annually or freemium (mix of free 
and paid especially in gaming). With krosscoin API, 
third party devs will integrate their apps into our 
Kross monetization platform and charge users on a 
functional basis (pay as you use or pay what you 
use).
For now the first apps to use this monetization 
framework will be Krosscoin’s own innovative 
applications.

1. Krosscoin introduces a PAY-AS-YOU-USE app monetization 
framework. Users pay only when they use functional parts of an 
application. They don’t pay if they don’t use any functions. Therefore 
users are less likely to uninstall apps from their smartphones.
2. The KSS token will be the primary monetization currency in all 
Krosscoin apps and participating third party apps. This provides a 
decentralized revenue framework and gives all apps a potential 
global reach.
3. Krosscoin also develops own innovative dapps that solves 
problems for millions of users globally. Therefore Krosscoin is set to 
generate millions of dollars in revenue per application, annually. This 
brings greater adoption of cryptocurrency and blockchain 
technology.
4. The KSS token will be created in multiple blockchains , monetizing 
dapps and having access to large blockchain communities. 
Currently KSS is in the Waves and Etherem Blockchains. Krosscoin 
has recently partnered with Credits Blockchain because of their very 
fast throughput of over 1 million transactions per second.

1. Despite the rapid growth of the Mobile 
App market, developers are making less 
and less in revenue and wasting 
financial and human resources
2. Users are forced into monthly 
premium models or freemium models 
and so they cancel subscriptions 
because they are paying when they are 
not using
3. Developers are exposed to currency 
risk and this limits their revenue 
generation
4. The Blockchain space is filled with 
projects who are not revenue focussed 
and so will fail within 2 years
5. Innovative solutions are needed in 
Algorithmic trading, Messaging, App 
monetization and several other 
industries.

HOW WILL IT WORK

An open API will be made available to any application developer. 
Using the API, any application can transact on the KSS involved 
blockchain. As KSS is decentralized, third party monetization 
intermediaries become unnecessary, while application 
publishers have immediate access to revenue via the KSS token

The Krosscoin API allows for an 
application to process a consumption, 
or usage, fee in KSS. The user sends KSS 
seamlessly by using the application.

Vinekross LLC is developing several 
applications integrated with KSS. These 
applications will be the first apps to use 
the Kross Monetization Framework.

Krosscoin will set aside 40% of profits 
for distribution among KSS token 
holders who also help with marketing 
and other project related tasks.
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Future platforms include Kross Commerce, Kross Work (freelance platform), and hundreds of third-party applications. Krosscoin will be the largest dapp ecosystem project in the world.
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PATRICIA FREEMAN
Business Dev. Mgr.

ACHREF SAYADI
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Founders: 8.12%     Team/Advisors: 5%     ICO : 87.28%
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